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Abstract
Our previous simu1ation study showed that the Nakagami parameter estimated using u1trasonic backscattered
enve10pes compressed by 10garithmic computation, denoted by m!嗯，的 more sensitive than the origina1 Nakagami
parameter m calcu1ated using uncompressed enve10pes for detecting the variation of scatterer concentration in tissues
This study made measurements on phantoms in order to further verify the performance of m!og in quantifying the
properties of bio1ogica1 tissues The u1trasonic backscattered signa1s from phantoms with different scatterer
concentrations were acquired using 5 Iv任Iz focused and non-focused 仕ansducers ， The Hi1bert transform and
10garithmic compr己的ion were in tum applied to the backscattered signa1s to obtain 自己 uncompressed and compressed
enve10pes for estimating m and m!og' The experimenta1 resu1ts showed th泣， for both focused and non-focused
transducers, the m!og parameter is indeed more s己的itive than the m parameter in differentiating various scatterer
concentrations This may assist in the classi且cation of scatterer properties using the Nakagami statistica1 mode1
,
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Introduction
The Nakagami statistica1 mode1, which was initially
proposed to describe the statistics of retumed radar echo郎， has
been
extensive1y
applied
for
tissue
subsequent1y
characterization by u1trasound [1] U sing this distribution，此 1S
both more genera1 and simp1er to mode1 the probability density
function (PDF) of the enve10pe of u1trasonic signa1s from
tissues than other statistica1 mode1s The PDF ofthe Nakagami
di日tribution 斤r) ca1cu1ated from the backscattered enve10pes R
is given by
,

,

Îmmr2m-! (_!!:-r 2)
f(r) = 二L一呵:-e U U(r) ,
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where f'(.) and U( .) are the gamma and unit-st叩 functions，
respective1y, Two of the parameters, the Nakagami par阻neter
m and the scaling parameter 0 , can be calcu1ated using
m=

[E(R 2 )]2
句

E[W

句句

(2)

-E(W)] 中

and

(] = E(R 2 ) ,

(3)
where E( . is the statistica1 mean The m parameter is
particu1arly usefu1 for characterizing the probability
di日tributions of u 1trasonic backscattered enve1opes, including
,
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the statistica1 conditions for pre-Ra1eigh, Ray1eigh , and
post-Ray1eigh distributions When the reso1ution cell of the
u1trasonic 仕ansducer contains a 1arge number of random1y
distributed scattere悶， the enve10pe statistics of the u1trasonic
backscattered signa1s ob己ys the Ray1eigh di日tribution ， If the
reso1ution cell contains the scatterers that have randomly
varying scattering cross sections with a comparative1y high
degree of varianc己， the enve10pe statistics are pre-Ray1eigh
distributions As the reso1ution cell contains the p位iodically
10cated scatterers in a正ldition to th已 random1y distributed
scatterers, the enve10pe statistics are post-Ray1eigh
distributions Because the va1ues of m ranging from 0 to 1
reflect statistics ranging from pre-Ray1eigh to Ray1eigh
distributions, and that those higher than 1 correspond to
post-Ray1eigh PD恥， thus the Nakagami parameter can be used
to classify the properties of tissues This has been validated in
computer simu1ations [1 月， experiments on phantoms [1 月，
and clinica1 measurements [3]
In order to better characterize tissues using the N akagami
paramet缸， some factors that may affect its estimation, such as
the pu1se 1ength, beam width , attenuation, and background
no帥， have been exp10red and discussed [2 , 4] Moreov缸， the
effect of the nonlinear 10garithmic compr己的ion， which is
routine1y used in existing u1trasonic scanners to adjust the
dynamic range of enve10pe imag 己， on the estimation of
Nakagami parameter has a1so been investigated using
computer simu1ations [5] The simu1ation resu1ts showed that
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